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Introduction

Retrospectives are the engine of continuous improvement. Regular
retrospectives generate improvements so that teams (not just agile
teams) can improve their productivity, the value that they generate
for their organisation and their personal satisfaction.

Agile teams typically hold retrospectives at the following times:

• At end of every iteration or sprint. The participants are normally
the agile team and no others. In Scrum, the whole Scrum team
(ScrumMaster, Product Owner and Development Team) should
take part in Sprint Retrospectives. The objective of the retrospect-
ive is to identify a few improvements (typically 1-3) that can be
taken forward into the next sprint. If we implement multiple im-
provements in the next sprint there is a danger that we will not
know what worked and what didn’t. With a few focussed im-
provements it is more likely that we can determine whether the
improvement was effective or not. For a two-week sprint, the ret-
rospective should typically have a duration of 2 hours. Shorter
is also possible (even 30 minutes) as long as teams regularly go
deeper into the situation by using the whole timebox available.

• After major releases, perhaps once every few months. All agile
teams contributing to the product can take part along with sup-
porting colleagues such as managers and team-overarching col-
leagues. Reserve 1/2 to 1 days for this.

• Hold a departmental retrospective (everyone in the department)
once a year. Reserve 1-2 days for this.





Retrospective Frameworks

This chapter describes three frameworks for structuring retrospect-
ives. Whilst I normaly use the well-known five stage framework, I
will occaisonally use one of its simpler relatives when facilitating a
short and sweet retrospective.

Five Stage Framework

This section describes the five-stage retrospective framework intro-
duced by Esther Derby and Diana Larsen in their book Agile Retro-
spectives: Making Good Teams Great1. 1 E. Derby and D. Larsen. Agile Ret-

rospectives: Making Good Teams Great.
Pragmatic Bookshelf Series. Pragmatic
Programmers, LLC, 2006Set the Stage

During this stage, we concentrate on helping the participants to enter
a state where they can contribute to the retrospective. We need to
provide a safe environment in terms of the location (free of distrac-
tions, risk of being overheard etc.) and in terms of the guarantee that
what happens in the retrospective will remain in the retrospective
unless expressly agreed by all otherwise. We typically include the
following:

• Describe the agenda

• Create a safe environment

• Review actions from last retrospective

It is often valuable to include a check-in technique (e.g. Weather
Report) to help the participants to truly arrive at the meeting.

Gather Data

The focus during this stage is on remembering and visualising what
happened during the sprint, release or other period over which we
are reflecting. Many different brain-storming techniques and struc-
tured discussions are valuable in this stage. A selection is provided in
the chapter “Techniques”.
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Norman Kerth’s four retrospective questions2 provide the basis for 2 N.L. Kerth. Project Retrospectives:
A Handbook for Team Reviews. Dorset
House, 2001

our data gathering:

• What did we do well, that if we don’t discuss we might forget?

• What did we learn?

• What should we do differently next time?

• What still puzzles us?

Generate Insights

During this stage we try to make sense of the data and to focus on
the topics that are most important for the participants. This can in-
clude looking for patterns in the data and using root cause analysis.
I almost always include clustering and dot-voting as part of this
retrospective stage. Gather data will often identify many topics for
improvement. Once we have generated insights, we will have fo-
cussed on only the most important of these. Activities during this
stage include:

• Look for patterns

• Perform root cause analysis

• Cluster the data

• Prioritise the data

Decide What to Do

Having focussed on the most important topics for improvement, we
then need to decide what we will do differently in the next period
(sprint or release).

• Generate Actions

• Identify improvements for the next sprint or release

Close the Retrospective

Finally, the retrospective should be closed. One sign of a good ret-
rospective is that the participants feel unburdened by the previous
sprint, refreshed, reenergized and ready for the next one. A “check-
out” technique such as “Weather Forecast” can be beneficial. Make
sure that you don’t forget to get feedback from the participants on
how valuable it was for them so that you can make it even better next
time (e.g. with the “Return on Time Invested” technique).
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• Check-out

• Announce the time and place for the next retrospective

• Get feedback from the participants on the value of the retrospect-
ive

ORID

This simple framework is described in “The Art of Focused Conver-
sation: 100 Ways to Access Group Wisdom in the Workplace”3. It 3 R.B. Stanfield. The Art of Focused

Conversation: 100 Ways to Access Group
Wisdom in the Workplace. ICA series.
New Society Publishers, 2000

can be used for debriefing meetings and other activities as well as
providing a useful approach for short retrospectives. I sometimes use
this framework instead of the five stage framework when a team is
tired at the end of a Sprint but still needs to do a short retrospective.
It is possible to complete this in 20 minutes. An ORID session is a
structured conversation which contains four steps:

The steps are:

• Observational

• Reflective

• Interpretive

• Decisional

The facilitator guides the team through a discussion using appro-
priate questions. The transition between the steps can be almost
seamless.

Observational

The team discusses what they heard and said during the activity (e.g.
sprint).

Reflective

The team discussed how they felt during the activity - what they
noticed in themselves.

Interpretive

The team discusses how they interpret these facts and feelings and
what they mean for them.

Decisional

The team discussed what they are going to do differently in the fu-
ture.
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ORID used for a short retrospective during a ScrumMaster training
course, where 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to observational, reflective,
interpretive and decisional.

Figure 1: ORID applied to a sprint
during a training exercise
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What?, So What?, Now What?

First described in 4, this approach to reflection is even simpler than 4 G. Rolfe, D. Freshwater, and M. Jasper.
Critical Reflection for Nursing and the
Helping Professions: A User’s Guide.
Palgrave Macmillan Limited, 2001

ORID. Again, the facilitator guides the participants through a struc-
tured discussion about the subject of the retrospective.

What?

What has happened? What did we see and hear? What feelings did
the activity evoke in ourselves and others?

So What?

What does this tell us about the activity? What does it imply? What
could we have done to make the activity better?

Now What?

What do we need to do to make things better next time? What do we
need to do to make this action or actions successful? What might be
consequences of this action or actions?





Techniques

This chapter provides a selection of some of the techniques that I use
in retrospectives. I suggest that you keep a large range of techniques
in your toolbox so that the retrospectives you facilitate do not become
stale by overuse of the same set of techniques.

The Retrospective Prime Directive (Set the Stage)

“Regardless of what we discover, we understand and truly believe
that everyone did the best job they could, given what they knew at
the time, their skills and abilities, the resources available, and the
situation at hand”

Norman Kerth

Working Agreements (Set the Stage)

Facilitate the creation of a set of working agreements for the parti-
cipants. Here are some proposals from Norman Kerth:

• We will try not to interrupt.

• We will accept everyone’s opinion without judgment.

• We will talk from our own perspective, and not speak for anyone
else.

• There will be no jokes about other people in the room.

Weather Report (Set the Stage)

Ask each team member to say how it was working in the team using
weather as a metaphor.

Dot Voting (Generate Insights)

Each participant gets 2-3 sticky dots to assign to clusters/affinity
groups that are most important for him or her. Choose number of
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dots to force clear prioritisation.

Art Gallery (Set the Stage, Gather Data)

Team draws a picture of what it was like to work in the team during
the last sprint, release etc. They do this without talking (which en-
courages right-brain cognitive style/more creative). The team mem-
bers then find a title for their picture and interpret it. Needs about 30

minutes.

Figure 2: Art Gallery
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Glad, Sad, Mad (Gather Data)

Each participant writes post-its on what made him or her glad, sad
and mad. Allow about 10 minutes and then ask the participants to
stick on three flip-charts.

The retrospective participants have gathered data in the categories
glad, sad and mad using differently coloured post-its. They have then
clustered the results according to similar topics and prioritised the
clusters for further discussion using dot-voting.

Figure 3: Glad, Sad, Mad

Timeline (Gather Data)

Prepare a timeline representing the sprint, release, etc. on a wall
(using butcher’s paper). Each participant writes post-its on what
happened (facts), what worked well, what didn’t work well and what
still puzzles them. Ask them to stick to a timeline appropriate to
when it happened. You can use different colours of post-its for the
four categories. Allow about 30 minutes depending on the length of
time to which the timeline relates.

Patterns and Shifts (Generate Insights)

Ask the participants to identify patterns and shifts in the data (e.g.
time related). 5-10 minutes.
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The participants used yellow (events), green (positives), pink (negat-
ives) and blue (puzzles) post-its to visualise the previous year. The
middle strip was initially held empty and then used to visualize their
personal satisfaction during the year (Seismograph).

Figure 4: Timeline with Seismograph.

5 Whys (Generate Insights)

Keep asking why to attempt to get to the root cause of an issue. 5

minutes+.

Open Space (Generate Insights, Decide What to Do)

Divide up into working groups to discuss the issues. 30-45 minutes
per session.

SMART Actions (Decide What to Do)

Generate actions that are Simple, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic
and Timely.

Return on Time Invested (ROTI) (Close the Retrospective)

Ask the team to visualise their return on time invested for the retro-
spective – 0 (low), 2 (break-even), 4 (high).

Weather Forecast (Close the Retrospective)

Ask each team member to give their forecast for the future using
weather as a metaphor.
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Figure 5: Return on Time Invested





Retrospectives in Practice

This chapter contains a collection of articles which look at different
aspects of retrospectives in more detail. Some example retrospective
designs are also included.

The Retrospective Prime Directive5
5 Originally published on simon-
roberts.de on 10.04.2013

Regardless of what we discover, we understand and truly believe that
everyone did the best job they could, given what they knew at the time,
their skills and abilities, the resources available, and the situation at
hand.

and in German:

Egal was wir heute herausfinden, wir wissen und glauben ernsthaft,
dass jeder sein bestes gegeben hat entsprechend seines Wissens, seiner
Fähigkeiten, der zur Verfügung stehenden Mittel, und der aktuellen
Situation.

I’ve been a fan and user of Norman Kerth’s retrospective prime dir-
ective6 for many years. Every now and then I will start retrospectives 6 N.L. Kerth. Project Retrospectives:

A Handbook for Team Reviews. Dorset
House, 2001

with a reading and short discussion about the prime directive. It
serves as a reminder of the state of mind that we need to achieve to
get the best value out of retrospectives. The very act of reading and
discussing it helps us to get to this state.

I often follow this by a short discussion on working agreements.
Again Norman Kerth has some excellent advice as a starting point:

• We will try not to interrupt.

• We will accept everyone’s opinion without judgment.

• We will talk from our own perspective, and not speak for anyone
else.

• If someone is holding the “talking coffee mug,” then only that
person may speak.

• There will be no jokes about other people in the room.

• These ground rules can be amended after any break.
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Using the Cartoon Story Board Technique in Retrospectives7
7 Originally published on simon-
roberts.de on 11.09.2011

Cartoon Story Board (also called Comic Story Board) is one of my
favourite creativity techniques and it can be used to good effect in
retrospectives. I have used it in the “set the stage” phase of retro-
spectives to help a team to frame the key question to be tackled
during the retrospective, and for helping to generate ideas when
deciding what to do differently in the future.

Figure 6: Comic Story Board

It is useful in the following contexts:
Teams in conflict, retrospectives, futurespectives, problem refram-

ing during the “problem definition” phase of Buffalo style Creative
Problem Solving (CPS).
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The procedure that I use is:

1. The facilitator draws the grid and lays out the paper on a table at
which the participants are sitting.

2. The participants draw a representation of the current situation in
the first cell.

3. The participants draw a representation of an ideal state in the last
cell.

4. The participants imagine that they are looking back from a future
time represented by cell 6 and draw a representation of the first
step that was taken to make things better in cell 2.

5. The participants draw a representation of how it was just before
they reached the cell 6 time in cell 5.

6. The participants fill in cells 3 and 4.

From here it is usually a short step to problem/question reframing
(ask the participants “what is the key problem that we have identified
here?”).

Alternatively or in addition, the technique can be followed by
braining storming, clustering and dot voting to generate ideas for
action.

The Anatomy of a Release Retrospective8
8 Originally published on simon-
roberts.de on 3.09.2011

As Scrum practitioners, we are used to short and sharp retrospectives
at the end of each Sprint. Sprint retrospectives, taking 1-2 hours,
can yield valuable results, enabling the Scrum team to improve its
process. Typically these retrospectives yield lots of ideas, which are
then prioritised and only the top 2-3 are actually actioned.

If we only hold short retrospectives, we may be missing out on
discovering further ways to optimise our work. A longer retrospect-
ive, at the end of a release or other milestone, enables problems and
solutions to be explored in more detail.

I was asked to facilitate a 2-day retrospective for a client who had
started to use Scrum some 5 months beforehand. They had just re-
leased the first major version of their product since the introduction
of Scrum and wished to bring all 6 Scrum teams together for a retro-
spective.

Grabbing my well-worn copy of Esther Derby’s and Diana Larsen’s
“Agile Retrospectives: Making Good Teams Great”, I started to plan
the retrospective. For this longer-than-normal retrospective, I also
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found Norman Kerth’s “Project Retrospectives” helpful when select-
ing the activities and for general advice. I also had the opportunity
to discuss the retrospective with the renowned agile coach, Rachel
Davies, whilst I was planning it – thanks Rachel for your support and
advice.

I decided to structure the retrospective using Esther and Diana’s
5-phase model, using the following techniques:

• Set the stage

– Prime directive

– Art gallery

• Gather data

– Timeline

– Seismograph

• Generate insights

– Clustering

– Dot voting

• Decide what to do

– Open space

– SMART actions

• Close

– Give appreciation/ball of wool

The retrospective was further structured in terms of past (first day)
and future (second day). I drew my interpretation of Rachel’s ret-
rospective bridge (from Rachel’s book Agile Coaching9) to help the 9 R. Davies and L. Sedley. Agile Coach-

ing. Pragmatic Bookshelf Series.
Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2009

teams to understand this relationship.

Day 1 – Past

During the first day, we focussed on identifying the events and exper-
iences from the past several months of work on the project (around 5

months for this retrospective).
Phase – Set the stage
Technique – Prime Directive
I started by welcoming the participants and read the retrospective

prime directive to them:
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Figure 7: A retrospective builds a
bridge between the past and future

Regardless of what we discover, we understand and truly believe that
everyone did the best job they could, given what they knew at the time,
their skills and abilities, the resources available, and the situation at
hand.

I asked them to try to apply the following rules:

• To try to not interrupt others

• To try to accept the opinions of others without judgement

• To talk from one’s own perspective, and not to talk for others

• To avoid jokes at the expense of others

I then explained the overall agenda (today past, tomorrow future),
the 5 phase model and the activities that I had chosen for the 5

phases. I asked the participants to organize themselves into teams
and gave them two choices: affinity teams based on their speciality
(e.g. testers, managers, product owners, developers etc.), or Scrum
teams. They chose to organize on the basis of affinity.

Technique - Art Gallery
For an opening activity, I chose Art Gallery:
The teams were given a single sheet of flip-paper and pens (a se-

lection of colours). They were asked to draw a picture that represents
“how was it to work on the project during this release”. Each team
should produce a single picture, but without talking to oneanother.
Forbidding the use of verbal communication, forces the participants
into a more right-brain cognitive style which can produce a picture
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that comes from intuition rather than rational thinking. In can be
helpful in unlocking the creative potential of some.

The teams were given 30 minutes for this activity. At the end of
the drawing phase, each team was given another 5 minutes to discuss
the result and find a title for it. Finally, each team had 5 minutes to
present their picture to all of the participants and the pictures were
taped to the wall to form the “art gallery”.

Phase – Gather Data
Technique - Timeline
I choose “timeline” as the main techinique for gathering data

about the release. This was prepared by covering a wall in white
paper roll. A timescale was marked on the paper by dividing it hori-
zontally into month segments. I created a horizontal stripe over the
entire length of the timeline by drawing two horizonal lines in the
bottom half of the timeline – for later use a seismograph indication of
how people were feeling during the release.

I asked the teams to use yellow post-its to record events and other
facts relating to the release. They were given 10 minutes for this and
were asked to stick their post-its to the timeline, at a point which
represents the time at which the event took place. After inviting
the teams to visit the timeline and read what others had recorded, I
invited them to use green post-its to record things that had worked
well during the release – again they were asked to complete this in 10

minutes and stick the results to the timeline.
The teams were then asked to record:

• Things that had not worked well / problems, using red post-its.

• Things that puzzle them / potentially interesting themes where
they desire more information, using blue post-its.

10 minutes was allowed for each phase and after completing their
post-its, the participants were asked to stick their results to the
timeline.

Technique - Seismograph
At the top left of the blank strip, I drew a happy face. At the bot-

tom left I drew a sad face. I then asked each participant to draw a
line which represented their satisfaction with the project at each point
during the release, using the events on the timeline as a reminder.

Phase – Generate Insights
Technique – Clustering
With the help of the participants, and an agile coach, we clustered

the post-its around common themes and named them. Each cluster
contained typically a mixture of green, red and blue post-its, re-
flecting the different opinions of the participants. We clustered the
hundreds of post-it around 9 named clusters.
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Technique - Dot voting
I gave each participant 3 sticky dots and asked them to assign their

“votes” to the clusters according to the importance of the cluster to
them.

At the end of day 1 we had 9 clusters, prioritised by dot voting.
These were taken forward to the “future” part of the retrospective,
where the participants would decide how to optimise their team-
work.

Day 2 – Future

Phase – Decide what to do
Techniques – Open Space, SMART Actions
Open space technology was used to discuss the themes (by now

represented by clusters) discovered during day 1 and generate plans
for addressing the issues.

First I explained the idea of open space and described the prin-
ciples and rules. The participants built a market place of sessions
(based on the clusters discovered during the previous day). I asked
session leaders to make sure that the results were documented on
flip-charts and asked the groups to try to create SMART actions as a
result from each session (Simple, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic,
Timely).

At the end of each of the morning and afternoon sessions, the
participants presented the results to all of the other participants.

Phase – Close
Technique – Give appreciation
We closed the retrospective by forming a large circle. Holding

the free end of a giant ball of wool in one hand, a starting person
thanked another person and threw the ball of wool to that person.
This was repeated until everyone had had received at least one ap-
preciation. We then lay the resulting spider’s-web of wool on the
floor and noted how strongly the teams were networked.

Brain-writing Retrospectives10
10 Originally published on simon-
roberts.de on 29.06.2008

There are many techniques that can be applied during Scrum retro-
spectives. The excellent book Agile Retrospectives by Esther Derby and
Diana Larsen has several suggestions. As a Scrum coach I try to keep
retrospectives fresh and interesting by using different techniques and
I regularly dip into this book for inspiration.

One of the simplest retrospective approaches is to get the team to
make three lists:

• Continue – what has worked well and should be continued
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• Stop – what has not worked well or has hindered us and should
be stopped

• Start – what things have we not been doing which we should start
to do

With the support of a facilitator, the team can produce the three
lists on three separate flip-chart sheets. However, sometimes the
team dynamics makes this difficult, for example if one or more of
the team members are very dominant so that other team members
are effectively excluded. Brain-writing is one way to help all team
members to contribute.

In this article I describe how brain-writing can be applied as part
of a Scrum retrospective.

Brain-writing proceeds as follows:

1. Each participant is given a sheet of paper containing a table with
three columns “Continue”, “Stop” and “Start” (attached as Power-
point in English and German).

2. Each team member spends up to 5 minutes writing entries in each
column.

3. The sheets are then passed to another participant (e.g. to the left).

4. Each participant reads what has already been written and may
then write additional ideas if inspired to do so (5 minute time-
box).

5. This continues for at least one round – i.e. until the sheets are
back at their starting points.

Once ideas have been generated using brain-writing, the retrospective
can continue as follows:

• Consolidate the lists – producing three lists (“Continue, “Stop”
and “Start”) on a whiteboard or flip-chart.

• Prioritise the list items by voting with coloured stickers or marker
pen “dots” – each participant gets three votes per column.

• From the highest priority items (e.g. the top three items), generate
a list of SMART actions (simple, measureable, achievable, realistic,
time-boxed).

• Consider creating Product and/or Sprint backlog items from the
actions.
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